
 

South African municipal elections media monitoring
report 2021

The 2021 South African municipal elections are around the corner and will be held on 1 November 2021. These are the
sixth municipal elections held in South Africa since the end of apartheid in 1994 and they are held every five years. There
are over 325 parties that will be contesting with over 23,151 election stations across the country.

The political parties and their leaders are going head to head as this is the first election since the Covid-19 pandemic.
Ornico has been monitoring and measuring the performance of the political parties during the crucial month of October and
presents the findings under the new report.

Traditional media monitoring

For purposes of this research, the following political parties were analyzed: ANC, DA, EFF, IFP, ACDP, FF+ and Action
SA. The volume of the data analysed for the analysis was more than 2147 articles from mainly online news articles. The
report explores the media performance of the following political leaders Cyril Ramaphosa, John Steenhuisen, Julius
Malema, Herman Mashaba, Velenkosini Hlabisa, Kenneth Meshoe and benchmarks their performance against each other
and compares them with their own parties.

Analysis

The 2021 municipal elections report by Ornico goes beyond basic media monitoring performance and provides a sentiment
analysis for all parties. The political discourse in South Africa is currently a very negative space – with issues such as
corruption, poor service delivery and failing municipal infrastructure dominating discussions.

Furthermore, this report deploys Ornico's psychographica analysis for deeper social media insights. The intention of this
analysis is to measure the personality traits of the political leaders based on their external communication efforts and how
do they compare/relate to the political parties that they lead. Ornico employs advanced machine learning algorithms,
psychology as well as linguistics to be able to uncover the core personality that is being displayed in the free text published
in social media.
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Key metrics based on messaging

This report has gone way beyond traditional media monitoring by employing psychological techniques as part of its social
media insights report. As a Brand Intelligence firm, Ornico provided analysis on the political parties and their leaders for
topics like: Big 5 personality traits for the leaders based on Twitter and Facebook messaging, political party focus,
achievement/power drivers, authenticity driven communication, tones of aggression and cooperative personality.

You can download the SA Social Media Landscape Report 2021 clicking here.

Ornico is a Brand Intelligence® company, helping marketers make sense of the endless sea of data for both advertising
and media monitoring purposes across all industries. Ornico's ability to track, measure and analyse data, helps Africa’s top
companies with better and more informed decision-making. Our SA clients such as Standard Bank, Tiger Brands, Ninety
One as well as our international ones such as P&G and Reckitt Benckiser have been receiving years of in-depth insights
including: trend analysis, brand reputation and crisis management, competition analysis and others.

Ornico’s Brand Intelligence® is an all-in-one solution that combines data monitoring and insights for all aspects of a brand.
Whether that is creative/brand management and advertising or PR/external communication strategies, Ornico's provides
creative and media coverage of 60 countries across all mediums including print, broadcast, online and social media. Our
37 years of expertise, our people and our investment into state-of-the-art technology, help businesses make the right
decisions.

Follow Ornico on Twitter and Facebook @OrnicoMedia. Visit Ornico at ornico.co.za.
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Ornico provides brand, media and reputational intelligence and research to provide an independent view of
brand performance. Gain the competitive edge by making strategic marketing and communications
decisions to outsmart the competition.
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